CLINICAL ETHICS
Saving Our Bacon:

Immunology Lessons from
the Red Queen
By Kent Deitemeyer

Editor’s Note:

As a society, we have begun to realize that technology is not a free lunch and that there are hidden costs to most
technologic advances. Examples are evident and include environmental despoliation and air pollution from industries we depend on; iatrogenic diseases attendant on modern medicine; loss of educational quality resulting from
excessive reliance on computers, audiovisual modalities, and online instruction; and loss of small independent
farmers and animal welfare to industrialized agriculture.
In this provocative essay, Kent Deitemeyer explicates another problem growing out of a widespread and naive
belief in vaccination as a panacea in intensive agriculture. His argument is ingenious: Industrialized animal agriculture, in its pursuit of productivity, has abandoned much of good husbandry, relying instead on technologic fixes,
such as antibiotics and vaccines, to curtail disease, which then enables attempts to squeeze increasing productivity from the animals. As a consequence, we generate what he calls the Red Queen effect, whereby we create more
“sophisticated” pathogens that outwit the immune system, unleashing a situation that forces us to run faster and
faster to stay in the same place. His suggested answer is, at least in part, to back off from such inherently pathogenic systems in animal agriculture.—Bernard Rollin, PhD, Column Editor

“You have to run faster and faster just to stay in the same place!”
The Red Queen to Alice, from Alice in Wonderland
The “Red Queen effect” is a metaphor used by biologists to describe the effect of coevolution, in which
pathogens and the immune system are in a continuous
race against each other to survive.

Caught on the Red Queen Treadmill
Despite all of the progress we have made in veterinary immunology, the sobering reality is that we often
become caught on the Red Queen’s treadmill. Like
Alice, we never seem to quite keep pace with all the
challenges we face in preventing animal disease and
maintaining public health.
We apply new technologies in this war to stay ahead
of the constantly changing landscape of emerging disease,
biosecurity threats, and the microbial tension created by
modern animal production, but pathogens can change
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rapidly or suddenly emerge (e.g., SARS, BSE, or the
H5N1 strain of avian influenza). Biosecurity can be
thwarted (e.g., the West Nile virus), or we can push our
animal production systems too far and create ripe conditions for new diseases.
Despite the teasing promises of new technology
resolving major disease and public health problems,
advancements still lag behind the evolutionary strategies
of pathogens for survival. The search for an HIV or
malaria vaccine remains elusive. The threat of avian
influenza jumping species into humans and creating a
worldwide pandemic raises serious concerns these days.
Despite contingency plans, the treadmill just goes faster.
Playing their role in the Red Queen effect, pathogenic organisms work much harder to find new ways to
infect and survive as we continuously strive to catch up.
Unfortunately, pathogens have the distinct advantage of
working from the “inside of the host,” while we try to figure it all out from the “outside.”
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Slowing Down the Treadmill
Relating this to veterinary immunology, we are in a
constant battle “to fix things up” by creating new or better vaccines in a struggle to keep pace with the rate that
“things are breaking down.”
This begs the obvious question: Are the solutions
sometimes part of the problem? This is a significant ethical question that represents the large elephant in the
room that we are ignoring in our performance-based animal production systems.
For example, when a new vaccine is introduced that
gives us a new health dividend in animal performance,
do we use that dividend to finally get off the treadmill or
do we simply ramp up our production intensity, increase
the pathogen tension once again, and face the specter of
another pathogen emerging?

We need to find some brakes to control the
Red Queen effect and get off the treadmill.
Inevitably, beating the Red Queen effect prompts us
to take a good look at where we are heading in terms of
veterinary immunology and how we manage animal
health. In short, we need to find some brakes to slow the
Red Queen effect and get off the treadmill. Neither technology nor improved husbandry alone will provide a single answer; rather, a combination of the two is the more
likely solution.

Pathogens: Immune System Hijackers
Intensive animal industries represent one of the best
examples of how the Red Queen effect works. One only
needs to see the number of hog and poultry diseases that
have continued to emerge since the 1960s. With greater
confinement and increasingly larger-scale operations,
intensive animal industries have laid/created fertile
ground for pathogens to rapidly emerge, and the potential for infection and increased virulence can leap by
orders of magnitude.
In hogs, pseudorabies in the 1980s, porcine reproductive and respiratory syndrome in the 1990s, and more
recently postweaning multisystemic wasting syndrome
(PMWS) are examples of emerging diseases that have
serious consequences. In chickens, infectious bursal disease began to emerge in the late 1970s and remains a
major preoccupation of poultry producers around the
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world. All of these pathogens followed in the footsteps of
increased intensification of production systems.
The increasing ability of pathogens to hijack the
immune system is a frightening characteristic. As Trojan
horses, these pathogens avoid detection from immuneeffector mechanisms (i.e., cytotoxic T cells, antibodies).
The porcine circovirus type 2 linked to PMWS in hogs
hijacks, proliferates, and migrates in macrophages; the
infectious bursal disease virus invades the primary B
cell–producing lymphatic tissue of the chicken’s bursa;
and the Toxoplasma gondii parasite hitchhikes in dendritic cells and migrates through the lymphatic system to
key target tissue, such as the brain. These pathogens not
only are evading detection by the immune system—they
are attacking it.
The outbreak and rapid spread of the virulent H5N1
avian influenza virus that has affected Asia, Europe, and
now parts of Africa is a current example of the Red
Queen effect and how an organism is learning to move,
infect, and become increasingly contagious to more
species to ensure its survival. Eradication of H5N1
became impossible in some countries, although vaccination of poultry flocks with inactivated vaccines has been
able to slow or stop viral shedding and stop the spread to
humans. However, successful implementation of control
measures requires a complete change of husbandry practices, as has been successfully carried out in Hong Kong.

Learning from the Red Queen
Performance-based animal production has increasingly relied on economic rationale as the primary drivers
of measuring success rather than the greater measures of
welfare, health, the environment, and the community.
The post–World War II preoccupation with science and
bottom-line farming increased our dependency on technology and slowly divorced us from husbandry skills and
the close codependency we had with the animals in our
stewardship. If they did not do well, neither did we.
We will ultimately arrive at a point where technology and science are not going to “save our bacon” from
the Red Queen.
Veterinary immunology has advanced to provide
solutions. However, the lesson from the Red Queen is
that successful disease control may be fleeting if we
merely create a temporary hiatus from disease only to use
the gains to increase pressure on animal production, thus
renewing the microbiological tension.
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The final solution is an ethical choice: a combined approach whereby we
opt for better husbandry skills and reduction of immunologic stress while
relying on vaccines prudently when husbandry is not enough.
Kent Deitemeyer completed a BS in animal science from Colorado State University, Fort Collins.
He holds a Master’s degree in International Management from Thunderbird (Garvin) Graduate
School of International Management (Arizona) and a Master’s of Applied Science with Distinction in Immunology from Lincoln University (New Zealand). He has a 33-year career in the veterinary biological industry.
Mr. Deitemeyer is managing director and coowner of Pacificvet Limited, a New Zealand animal health company. He recently released a book entitled Intuitive Immunology for Veterinary
Medicine, with Dr. Bernard Rollin as a contributing author. In addition, he is President of the New
Zealand Branch of the World’s Poultry Science Association and a founding trustee of the New
Zealand Wildlife Health Centre at New Zealand’s veterinary school. He also works with the New
Zealand Department of Conservation’s endangered species recovery programs.
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Keeping an Eye on It
Moo, an 18-month-old neutered Chihuahua, had been playing with
the family’s other Chihuahua when the S-hook from the other dog’s ID tag
punctured and completely pierced through Moo’s lower right eyelid. He presented to our clinic “wearing” both dogs’ collars. After an IV injection
of medetomidine hydrochloride (Domitor, Pfizer Animal Health), I was able
to bend the S-hook
enough to slide it
out of the punctured
eyelid. A fluorescin
test was negative for
corneal damage, and
there was minimal
lower lid swelling.
Moo recovered uneventfully with no
damage to the eye or
eyelid.
Submitted by Kerry Hoobler-Riek, DVM, San Juan Veterinary Hospital, Inc.
located in Pagosa Springs, Colorado.
Editor’s Note: This is not the first time a veterinarian has reported a
pet being injured by the S-hook on ID tags. Does anyone have safer recommendations for attaching these tags to collars? Please send your
thoughts to editor@ForumVet.com.
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